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CPC DX TESTS SUMMARY
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CPC Chairperson (IRCA) - Lynn Hollerman - gmhollerman@mindspring.com

2/21/00 Mon - 0100-0200 - 1150 - WIMA - Lima OH (NRC)
* 3/06/00 Mon - 0129-0159 - 660 - KEYZ - Williston NO (NRC)
* 3/26/00 Sun - 1200-1230 - 1150 - WELC - Welch WV (NRC)
* 4/01/00Sat - 0515-0600 - 1110 - WTBQ - Warwick NY

Monday, February 21,2000 - WIMA-1150, Lima, OH will conduct a DX test

from 1:00- 2:00 am EST. The test will include Ohio State Buckeye march

music along with voice & OW IDs. WIMA will be at 1KW non-directional for
the test. A special e-mail & snail-mail QSL card will be, issued.

Reception reports may be sent to:

WIMA DX Test

Atten: Engineering
667 West Market Street

Lima, Ohio 45801

WWW: http://www2.wcoil.com/-markg/wima.html (please browse to this URL

for a verification/signal report form)

(Arranged by Mark Gierhart for the NRC CPC.)

Monday, March 6, 2000 - KEYZ-660, Williston, ND will conduct a DX test

from 1:29-1:59 am EST. KEYZ will be using 5 kW, both day & night

patterns, according to their CEo The test will include Morse code IDs
and tones.

Reception reports may be sent to:
Mr. Earl Gross

Chief Engineer
KEYZ Radio

P.O. Box 2048

Williston, NO 53802-2048

(Arranged by Blaine Thompson for the NRC CPC.)
************************************************************************





I/Also,
test,
would

I received a note from the GM of KTNS, Larry Gamble, who ran the

thanking DXers for their reception letters and saY1ng that KTNS

be glad to run another test!

WMAL-630, Washington, DC - tested Sunday, January 30, 2000 from 1:00-
1:30 am EST:

Steve Francis of Alcoa, TN reports he heard a presumed WMAL with mystery

drama from the 1940s, but no code was noted during the time he l1stened.

Brian Goodrich of Greensboro, NC says WMAL is a regular for him, so he

didn't try for their test. Bill Dvorak of Madison, WI, was unable to

hear WMAL, with QRM from CFCO-Chatham, ON and WLAP-Knoxv111e, TN. Shawn

Axelrod in Winnepeg, MB says he mostly heard CFCO and CHED on 630 but at

0109 heard a possible Fibber Magee and Molly program. Bill Harms in

Elkridge, MD confirms this program, saying he heard Fibber Magee and

Molly on WMAL after the network news at 0100. Barry McLarnon of Ottawa,

ON says he tried for this test only briefly, as he has a strong local

(CJET) on 630, and only WPRO-RI was heard under CJET. Ragnar DanneskJold

in Mesa, AZ, tried for this test but reports he instead heard KHOW-

Denver and heavy splash from local KTAR-620. Bob Foxworth in Tampa, FL
tried for this test on a GE SRII, and was unable to hear it, getting

progresso (Cuba) as the dominant station and a talk show on WBMQ-

Savannah, GA fading in and out. Frank Aden in Boise, 10, says he nulled

KIDO as best as possible on a FRG-7 with 4ft box loop but still was
unable to hear the test. Tim Noonan in Madison, WI tried for this test

and instead heard WLAP.

WILM-1450, Wilmington, DE - tested Sunday, January 30,2000 from 1:00-
3:00 am EST:

Bill Dvorak of Madison, WI, was unable to hear this test - he reports he
instead heard KMRY in Cedar Rapids, LA good at times and many, many UNID

stations. Brian Goodrich in Greensboro, NC tried for this test using a

GE SRIII and Select-A-Tenna and heard what he thought might have been

ascending tones, but they sounded suspiciously like some music he knew,

and several other stations kept popping up on the frequency. He recalls

that the last WILM test came in really well at this QTH, and after a

quick band scan that night with a definite distinction on the band
between stations from the north of him and those to the south, wonders

if the test was delayed due to weather (I hadn't heard it was). Steve

Francis in Alcoa, TN, however, reports he heard WILM at a fair level

with European S1=ens and a long code period followed by more siren

tones. Bill Harms of Elkridge, MD reports that he, Barry McLarnon of

Ottawa, ON, and Jerry Atherton were on #MWDX (an IRC channel) during the

tests, and Jerry, at Rice Lake, WI, was able to log WILM because of the

chat they were having live on-line! Barry McLarnon reports that he heard

this test well in Ottawa, ON, w1th first the code around 0115, and then

the siren sound effect and alternating tones - he says the test signals

really cut through the crud effectively. Bob Foxworth in Tampa, FL says
he did not hear this one when he checked from 0100-0130, as a Sarasota

local was dominant, although ex were decent to his north - WCBS was in
fairly well. Frank Aden in Boise, 10, also did not hear this test on

his FRG-7 with 4ft box loop. Tim Noonan in Madison, WI tried for this

test, but was unable to hear them. Here in Lafayette, LA, I heard local
station on 1450 as well as a lot of UNIO QRM.

That's all for now...

Lynn.




































































